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                             01. General Safety Precautions (1)

01. Retain the safety and operating instructions provided with the product for future reference. Familiarize yourself with 
the instructions and follow them carefully to ensure safe and proper operation of the product.

02. Follow all operating and usage instructions as provided by CTgrow. This includes instructions related to installation, 
operation, maintenance, and storage of the product. Failure to follow these instructions may result in unsafe operation or 
damage to the equipment.

03. Observe all warnings on the product and in the operating instructions to reduce the risk of fire, bodily injury, electrical  
shock, and damage to the equipment. Warnings may include information on potential hazards, safe operation practices, 
and precautions to take. Pay close attention to any warning labels,  symbols,  or indicators on the product, and take  
appropriate action to mitigate any identified risks.

04. Unplug the product from the electrical outlet and take it to a CTgrow authorized service provider under the following  
conditions: 

a. The power cord, on-board connectors, or the system's power inlets are damaged. Do not use the product if any of  
these components are damaged, as it may pose a risk of electrical shock or other hazards. Contact a CTgrow authorized 
service provider for inspection and repair. 

b. Liquid has been spilled or an object has fallen into the product. If the product comes into contact with liquid or foreign  
objects, it should be immediately unplugged and taken to a CTgrow authorized service provider for inspection and repair.  
Do not attempt to power on the product or use it until it has been inspected and deemed safe by a qualified technician. 

c. The product has been dropped, exposed to water, or is damaged in any way. Damaged products should not be used,  
and they should be inspected and repaired by a CTgrow authorized service provider. Using a damaged product may 
result in unsafe operation or further damage to the equipment. 

d. The product does not operate normally when you follow the operating instructions. If the product does not function as 
expected,  it  should  be taken to a  CTgrow authorized service  provider  for  diagnosis  and repair.  Do not  attempt  to  
troubleshoot or repair the product yourself, as it may result in further damage or pose a risk of injury.

05.  Do  not  attempt  to  service  any  CTgrow  products  yourself,  except  as  explained  elsewhere  in  the  CTgrow 
documentation. Opening or removing covers that are marked with warning symbols or labels may expose you to electric  
shock or  other  hazards.  Service needed on components  inside these compartments  should be done by a CTgrow 
authorized  service  provider  to  ensure  proper  repair  and  avoid  potential  hazards.  Any  unauthorized  servicing  or  
modifications to the product may void the warranty and compromise the safety of the equipment.

06. Do not use the product on an unstable table, cart, stand, wall, or bracket. The product should be placed on a stable 
and level surface to prevent it from falling, which could cause serious bodily injury and damage to the product. Avoid 
placing the product in a location where it may be bumped, jostled, or knocked over during operation or maintenance.

07. Ensure proper ventilation for the product. The product is designed with slots and openings for ventilation, and these 
should  never  be  blocked  or  covered.  Proper  ventilation  is  necessary  to  ensure  reliable  operation  and  prevent 
overheating. The product should not be placed in a built-in apparatus such as a bookcase or rack unless it is specifically 
designed for it and proper ventilation is provided as per the product instructions. Overheating of the product may result in 
malfunction, damage, or fire hazards.
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                             01. General Safety Precautions (2)

08. Only use ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) on all outlets used to power CTgrow devices. CTgrow products are  
equipped with a three-wire electrical grounding-type plug that has been designed to provide an additional layer of safety. 
It is important to use outlets that are protected by ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) to reduce the risk of electrical  
shock. If you do not have GFCI outlets, consider using a portable GFCI adapter or have a qualified electrician install 
GFCI outlets in the area where the product will be used.

09. Use the product in a dry environment. Avoid using the product in wet or damp conditions, as it may pose a risk of  
electrical  shock or  damage to the equipment.  If  you need to clean the product,  follow the instructions provided by 
CTgrow, and ensure that the product is completely dry before plugging it back in or powering it on.

10. Keep the product away from children and pets. CTgrow products may have small parts, cords, or components that  
can pose a choking hazard or risk of injury if swallowed or played with by children or pets. Keep the product out of reach 
of children and pets, and ensure that they do not play with or tamper with the equipment.

11. Do not overload electrical circuits. Ensure that the product is plugged into an outlet that can handle the electrical load 
of the product. Do not overload extension cords, power strips, or outlets with too many devices, as it may result in 
overheating, electrical hazards, or damage to the equipment.

12. Follow proper maintenance procedures. Regular maintenance, as recommended by CTgrow, is important to keep the 
product operating safely and efficiently.  This may include cleaning, filter replacement,  and other maintenance tasks. 
Always follow the maintenance instructions provided by CTgrow, and do not attempt to perform maintenance tasks that 
are not recommended or provided in the product documentation.

13.  Use only recommended accessories and replacement parts. CTgrow products are designed to work with specific 
accessories and replacement parts that have been tested and approved for use with the equipment. Using unauthorized 
accessories or replacement parts may result in unsafe operation, damage to the equipment, and voiding of the warranty. 
Always use genuine CTgrow accessories and replacement parts to ensure safe and proper operation of the product.

14. Be aware of potential hazards associated with growing plants. If you are using CTgrow products for indoor gardening 
or plant cultivation, be aware of potential hazards associated with growing plants, such as electrical hazards, water 
hazards, use of fertilizers, and exposure to pesticides or other chemicals. Follow safe gardening practices and take 
appropriate precautions to protect yourself and others from potential hazards associated with plant cultivation.

15.  Store the product properly. When not in use, store the product in a dry and cool place, away from direct sunlight,  
heat sources, and moisture. Avoid storing the product in areas with extreme temperatures, high humidity, or excessive 
dust, as it may affect the performance and lifespan of the equipment.

16.  Familiarize yourself with emergency procedures. In case of an emergency, such as fire, electrical shock, or other 
hazards, know the location of emergency exits, fire extinguishers, and other safety devices in your vicinity. Familiarize 
yourself  with  emergency  procedures,  and  follow  them  in  case  of  an  emergency.  Contact  emergency  services  for 
assistance, if needed.

17. Stay informed about product updates and recalls. CTgrow may release product updates, safety alerts, or recalls for 
its products. Stay informed about any updates or recalls related to the product you are using, and follow the instructions 
provided by CTgrow for  any necessary  actions,  such as software updates  or  component  replacements,  to  ensure 
continued safe and proper operation of the equipment.

By following these detailed safety precautions, you can help ensure safe and proper operation of CTgrow products, reduce the  
risk of accidents or damage to the equipment, and protect yourself and others from potential hazards associated with product  
use. Always refer to the product documentation and follow the instructions provided by CTgrow.
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                             02. Introduction to the TRX-6 Pilot relay unit

CTgrow's TRX-6 pilot relay unit serves as a pivotal control hub, seamlessly bridging our innovative control system with  
your electrical network and devices. This state-of-the-art device offers advanced switching and control capabilities,  
enabling you to effectively manage a wide range of electrical systems and devices.

Designed to be used as a pilot control unit, the TRX-6 is compatible with high-power industrial relays and other devices,  
enabling you to activate and control demanding loads such as industrial grow lighting, large pumps, and specialized  
equipment with ease and precision. 

The TRX-6 pilot relay unit stands out for its exceptional flexibility in programming and control, offering an extensive array 
of possibilities to suit your specific needs. With the capability to program up to 50 different switch programs, this unit 
provides unparalleled versatility, allowing you to create and customize multiple control scenarios. Whether you need to 
activate different sets of relays at specific times, control various devices based on sensor inputs, or implement complex 
automation sequences, the TRX-6 empowers you with the tools to tailor your electrical control system precisely.

Programming  and  managing  the  TRX-6  pilot  relay  unit  is  designed  to  be  intuitive  and  user-friendly.  Through  our 
dedicated control software, you gain effortless control over all six relays. The software allows you to easily configure  
and monitor  the relays,  giving you complete command over  your electrical  systems.  You can adjust  settings using 
multiple sensor values, set up timers for precise control, or activate relays manually with a simple button press. The  
TRX-6 ensures that you have the flexibility and convenience to manage your electrical setup with ease.

At CTgrow, we understand that crop safety is of paramount importance. That's why the TRX-6 is engineered with robust  
safeguards  to  protect  your  valuable  plants.  In  the  event  of  any  issues  or  anomalies,  the  unit  is  programmed  to 
automatically initiate a shutdown within 60 seconds, effectively preventing potential damage and ensuring the well-being 
of your crops. Moreover, the TRX-6 features an automatic recovery function, which guarantees a safe and seamless 
restoration  of  operations  after  a  power  loss.  This  feature  minimizes  disruptions,  maintains  a  stable  growing 
environment, and provides peace of mind for growers.

With the TRX-6 Pilot Relay Unit from CTgrow, you can experience the unmatched versatility and reliability of electrical 
control. Seamlessly integrating into your existing setup, this advanced device empowers you to optimize your operations, 
implement complex control scenarios, and effectively safeguard your crops. By embracing the TRX-6, you can unlock  
new levels of efficiency, productivity, and precision in your electrical control system. Trust in the TRX-6 to lead you into  
the future of electrical control, where possibilities are endless, and crop success is within your grasp.
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The TRX-6 Relay control unit explained

01: CTG-LINK cable to connect TRX-6 unit to the master controller
02: Power ON LED light (when “ON” the relay unit power is connected)
03: Data LED light (indicates connection state with the controller)
04: Air ventilation port (do not cover or obstruct !, keep open)
05: Cable glands 6x for electrical wiring to the 6 independent relays
06: Screw for opening the unit's cover to access the terminal connectors
07: Relay ON/OFF indicator LEDS (when lit Relay/switch NO is ON)
08: Mounting tabs for easy installation on walls and other constructions
09: LED display cable Connector (can be disconnected for easy installation)
10: Screw terminal for (NO-out) wiring (Normally Open) (same for relays 1-6)
11: Screw terminal for incoming wiring (same for relays 1-6)
12: Screw terminal for (NC-out) wiring (Normally Connected) (same for relays 1-6)
13: Visual indication for connections to all six computer controlled relay's 
14: In/Out Screw terminal for all six computer controlled relay's 
15: Computer controlled relay's (6x) (max 230v~12A)
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   11: TRX-6 Specifications and Dimensions

                                                           TRX-6 unit Specifications:

Unit name / model number : TRX-6 relay control unit : TRX-6 relay control unit

Dimensions HxWxD (unit only)          : ± 13.5 x 20.0 x 10.0          : ± 5.31 x 7.87 x 3.93 Inch

On-board relays : 6x  (independent controllable) : 6x  (independent controllable)

Relay Contact configuration : 6x NO or  NC : 6x NO or  NC  

Single relay maximum AC load : 15A, 250VAC (resistive load) : 15A, 115VAC (resistive load)

Single relay maximum DC load : 15A, 24VDC (resistive load) : 15A, 24VDC (resistive load)

Relay contact material : AgSnO2 /TV-5 rated  SPST-NO : AgSnO2 /TV-5 rated  SPST-NO

Relay Safety standards : UL, CSA, VDE, CQC (TV-5) : UL, CSA, VDE, CQC (TV-5)

POWER-LINK Cable length : ± 500 CM : ± 15 Ft.

Working temperature : 0°C ~ 70°C : 32°F ~ 158°F

Operating voltage / : unit is powered by controller / extender : powered by controller / extender

Avg TRX-6 unit lifespan : >5 years : >5 years

TRX-6 unit Warranty : 1 Year (excl. cables, relays) : 1 Year (excl. cables, relays) 
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